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Permanent Intermediate Course 2

Length – 4.3 km • 13 controls

Control descriptions

Start at the bulletin board

1 30 Depression, shallow, east part
2 31 Marsh, east tip
3 32 Western stony ground, east part
4 33 Deepening, shallow, lower part
5 34 Spur, overgrown
6 35 Prominent tree, northwest side
7 36 Depression, shallow, south part
8 37 Spur
9 38 Depression, shallow, northwest part
10 39 Prominent tree, south side
11 40 Western boulder, northeast side
12 41 Ditch, shallow
13 42 Boulder, northeast side

Finish at the bulletin board

Scale – 1:6,000 • Contour interval – 2.5 meters

Map is drawn to Magnetic North. No need for declination.